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Abstract. ARTMAP-DS extends fuzzy ARTMAP to discriminate be-
tween similar inputs by discounting similarities. When two or more can-
didate category representations are activated by a given input, features 
that the candidate representations have in common are ignored prior to 
determining the winning category. Simulations illustrate the network's 
ability to recognize similar inputs, such as STAR. and START, in a noisy 
environn1ent. 
1 Focusing Attention on Small Differences 
ARTMAP-DS is a supervised neural network for learning and recognition. The net-
work extends fuzzy AR.TMAP (Carpenter eta!., 1992) to discriminate between simi-
lar inputs by discotmting similarities. The network ftmctions by focusing attention on 
differences between candidate category representations activated by a given input, 
and then checking to see which features are in fact present in the input, ignoring 
features that the candidate representations have in common. Attentional focusing is 
particularly needed in syllable and word recognition applications, where a primacy 
gradient input representation (Grossberg, 1978) may cause low-an1plitude feature 
representations (in the later parts of sequences) that are vulnerable to input error 
and processing noise. A high value of the vigilance paran1eter, p, is needed to ensure 
that a fuzzy ART network can distinguish between similar input sequences such as 
STAR. and START (Wilson, 1996; Carpenter & Wilson, 1997); but a high value also 
prevents the system from correctly classifying noisy inputs. The complement-coded 
input representation used in fuzzy ART (Carpenter, Grossberg, & Rosen, 1991) ex-
acerbates this problem, since the contribution in the input from the phonemes or 
syllables that are present may be largely masked by the contribution from the larger 
nun1ber that are absent. With ARTMAP-DS, a difference in the later part of the 
input sequence is not much harder to detect than an earlier one. 
2 Fuzzy ARTMAP 
Fuzzy ARTMAP is a supervised neural network for learning, recognition and predic-
tion. Figure 1 illustrates a fuzzy ARTMAP system for classification problems, where 
each input a learns to predict an output class K. The network creates internal recog-
nition categories during training. The input vector a is scaled so that each a; E [0, 1] 
( i = 1 · · · M). Complement coding doubles the number of components in the input 
vector, which becomes I = (a, a 0 ), where the ith component of ac is af = (1- a;). 
With fast learning, the ART a weight vector Wj = (Wjb .. . , Wj,2l-,t) records the largest 
and smallest component values of input vectors placed in the jth category. 
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Fig. l. A fu""Y AilTMAP network for das•ification. 
The F1 -+ F2 input 1j is given by the Weber law ftmction: 
T (I) = II II Wjl 
J a+ lwJI' 
® 
b 
(1) 
where (P II Q)i = min( Pi, Q;) and IPI = I:J;;{IPil· Activity at F2 is denoted by y 
= (Y!, ... , YN)· With winner-take-all coding, only the F2 node .J that receives the 
largest F1 -+ F2 input Tj becomes active. Node .J remains active if it satisfies the 
matching criterion: 
II II w.rl II II w.rl 
III = M > p, (2) 
where p E [0, 1] is the dimensionless ART a vigilance parameter. Otherwise, the net-
work resets the active F2 node and searches until .J satisfies (2). At the start of each 
input presentation, p equals a baseline vigilance, p. When node .J is active at F2 and 
class label K is active in the training input b = (b1, ... , bL), activity at the map 
field Fab is xab = b II w~b, where wjb = (wjf, ... , wj£) denotes the weight vector 
from the jth F2 node to F"b. If node .J then makes an incorrect class prediction (i.e., 
if x"b f. b), a match tracking signal raises ART a vigilance p to II II wjl / III + c, 
2 
where c is vanishingly small. This increase is just enough to induce a search, which 
continues until either some F2 node becomes active for the first time, in which case 
the weight vector w~b is set equal to x"b, so that .! learns the correct output class 
label k ( .!) = K; or until a node .! that has previously learned to predict K becomes 
active. During testing, a pattern a that activates node .! is predicted to belong to 
the class K = k(.J). 
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Fig. 2. The ADTMAP-DS network. When rnore than one F, node n•main> >trongly active 
after contraHt-enha.ncernent, F1 fir::;t registers featurei:i that are present both in the input and 
in all strongly active template.':i. Inhibitory F1 -+ Fo connections then rn<Wk out these input 
feature>. Tim>, if input AC activate> both All and AC at F2 , A and "not D" are inhibited 
and 1'not ll1' and :•not C1' are partially inhibited at F0 . After renonnaliz.ation, F0 send:; a 
rna.ked input back to H and F,, which allow> F, to clwo>e among the partially active node>. 
The figure >how> the initial >ituation, in which activity at F 1 i> equal to I(noo·m), arrd All 
and AC have ju>t become active at F2 • After F1 has inhibited F0 , only node> C and "not ll" 
,, .. mrernain active at Fo. 
3 The ARTMAP-DS Network 
ARTMAP-DS (Fip;ure 2) replaces the ART a subsystem of fuzzy AR.TMAP. During 
training, ARTMAP-DS fw1ctions identically to fuzzy ARTMAP. During subsequent 
recognition tests, input to Fo is the complement-coded vector I= (a, a c). Fo activity 
3 
is normalized, Iinorm) = I;/III 00 , where IIIoo =max; {I;} is the L"" norm (limp-too 
('L;;If)(l/P)). Bottom-up Fo -} F1 input results in initial activity x(init) at F1 that 
is equal to I(norm). Initial input to F2 is given by Tj(X(init)), where Tj is as defined 
in (1). Activity at F2 is contrast-enhanced: 
(3) 
where p is significantly greater than 1, but is not so large that F2 activity approxi-
mates choice. If there is then a clear winner at F2, i.e., if Y.T ?: IJ for some .!, where 
0.5 ~ IJ < 1, then the input is predicted to belong to class K = k(.J) as in vanilla 
fuzzy ARTMAP. Otherwise ARTMAP discrimination by discounting similarities is 
invoked, as follows. 
The field F1 first registers features that are present both in the input and in 
all strongly active templates. The matched activity x(match) at F1 is: 
(match) _ !(norm) A [ A ·] 
xi - i '' I\ wJ~ ' 
j:y;><P 
(4) 
where 0 < ¢ < IJ. For example, if the input a is STIR., and if STAR. and STIR. nodes 
are both significantly active at F2 after contrast-enhancement, F1 will register S, T 
and R.. (In all simulations,¢= 0.1 and IJ = 0.7.) Inhibitory c01mections from F1 to 
Fo then mask out these common features, as follows: 
I (inh) _ [!(norm) _ (match)]+ _ [I( norm) _ A . ·]+ i - i xi - i 1 \ WJt ' (5) 
j:y;><P 
where [w]+ =max (w,O). Activity at Fo is then renonnalized, Fo sends a masked 
input ("I, not A") back to l'J. and F2, and F2 makes a choice (STIR) from among the 
partially active nodes. That is, the network replaces the former value of I with I(inh), 
and recomputes I( norm), x(init) and Tj. At F2, contrast-enhancement and threshold-
ing are repeated, but only among nodes that had been active in the previous iteration. 
If there is still no clear winner at F2, this discrimination process is repeated tmtil a 
clear wim1er does emerge. As in vanilla fuzzy ARTMAP, Pa = 0 during recognition 
tests, so the matching criterion (2) is automatically satisfied, once an F2 node .J that 
is a clear winner mnerges. 
4 Syllable Recognition with Input Noise 
This section describes simulations that illustrate the ability of ARTMAP-DS to give 
better recognition performance than fuzzy ARTMAP for noisy inputs. The inputs 
are words that are represented as phoneme sequences using a primacy gradient with 
steepness 0.5, i.e., the input for the nth phoneme in the sequence has an1plitude 
0.5(n-l). First, the five notional phoneme sequences STAR, STARK, STIR, SHARK 
and SHIRK are presented to ARTMAP-DS and to fuzzy ARTMAP for learning. 
4 
Learning in ARTMAP-DS and in fuzzy ARTMAP functions identically. Supervised 
learning ensures that each input is coded by a separate F2 node. During learning, 
inputs a are noise-free and a correct representation of each input is learned. During 
subsequent performance, Gaussian noise with amplitude proportional to the com-
ponent magnitudes is added to each input component, i.e., a/noisy) = a; (1 + n;), 
where ni is Gaussian with mean 0 and standard deviation O"noisc· Each word was 
tested 20 times at each noise level. Further simulations illustrate recognition per-
formance using a set of 50 monosyllabic words (see Appendix) constructed from 22 
phonemes. After noise-free learning, each word is tested 10 times at each noise level. 
Table 1 shows that for both simulations, ARTMAP-DS achieves better recognition 
performance than fuzzy ARTMAP. 
Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 o.n 1.0 #test 
of noise (unoi:~e) set inputs 
# test set A Fuzzy ARTMAP 0 0 0 3 3 4 7 11 18 21 100 
recognition enors ARTMAP-DS 0 0 0 I I 2 4 8 15 16 100 
# test set B Fuzzy ARTMAP 0 2 8 24 56 88 112 134 IW 176 500 
recognition errors ARTMAP D~ 0 2 8 22 53 83 108 131 14D 163 500 
Table 1. ll<Jcognition error rates when (A) the inputs STAR, STAR.K, STill., SHARK and 
SHIRK, and (U) the 50 words listed in the Appendix are repeatedly presented to fu""Y 
ARTMAP and to ARTMAP-DS, with noise added to the inputs. Noise is Gaussian, with 
amplitude proportional to the rnagnitude of each input component. Parameter~:~ a = 0.001~ 
¢ = 0.1 and 0 = 0.7. For test set (A), p = 20, and for test set (U), p = 400. 
5 Syllable Recognition with Network Noise 
This section describes simulations that illustrate the ability of ARTMAP-DS to 
give better recognition performance than fuzzy ARTMAP when endogenous noise 
perturbs the match field F1 during recognition tests. First, the input phoneme se-
quences are learned by each network as in the previous section: During learning,}<]_ is 
. fr D . b f . . . 1 . . (•mt) F . I ul t d noise- ·ee. unng su sequent per ormance, Imtia actiVIty xi at 1 IS ca c a e 
by adding Gaussian noise n1 to each normalized input component rinorm), bound-
ing the result so that it lies within the range [0, 1], and then renormalizing at F1 
to ensure that lx(init) I = M. After noise-free learning, each word from the 50-word 
lexicon (see Appendix) is tested 10 times at each noise level. ARTMAP-DS achieves 
a performance improvement over fuzzy ARTMAP across a broad range of values of 
p (100 :o; p :o; 400). Low values of p do not provide enough contrast enhancement at 
F2, resulting in a higher error rate. For values of p greater than 400, F2 dynamics 
approximate choice, so ARTMAP-DS reduces to fuzzy ARTMAP. Table 2 shows that 
ARTMAP-DS again achieves better recognition performance than fuzzy ARTMAP. 
5 
Standard deviation of noise (o-noiu) 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 # test set inputs 
# test set !Fuzzy ARTMAP 8 45 103 139 500 
recognition errorsiART:tv1AP DS 2 27 63 121 500 
Table 2. Number of recognition errors when the 50 wonls listed in the Appendix are each 
presented 10 times to the AUTMAP-DS network and to fu""Y AUT.M . .\P, with noise added 
at Ft. Parameters p = 400, </> = 0.1 and 8 = 0. 7. . 
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Appendix 
In the 50-word simulatiom, the phoneme set is: jpj, jbj, jtj, jdj, jkj, jgj, /sf, /Sf, fr/. 
/1/, /a/, /if, f'uj, /II/./!/, jrnj. /n/, /€/, /of, /B j, /h/ and silence. The words and their 
transcriptions are: star jstur/, star·k /stark/, stir /stir/, shar·kjshar'kj, shirk jshiTkj, odd 
/ad/, are fat/, ar·k /atk/, art jaTtj, box jbaksj, bar /bar/, bark /bark/, be fbi/, beast/bistj, 
beat jbitj, breed jbridj, brood /bmdj, boot jb·atj, dark jdat·kj, dar't jdaTtj, drop jdmpj, 
drew jd·ruj, friend /frendj, Greek jgrikj, greet jgritj, grew jgTaj, group fgrupj, car /kar/, 
key /kif, keep jkipj, crop jkmpj, creep /kr'ipj, lead /lid/, leap flip/, least /list/, par jpar/, 
par·k jpar'kj, part fpaTtj, pat jpatj, see jsij, seek jsikj, seal fsil/, seat /sit/, spar·k /spark/, 
spot fspatj, stop jstapj, stmck jst1'1\kj, streak jstrikj, sue /s·uj, tar· jtur/, Although the 
correct phonetic representations of the English words SHARK and SIDRK ar·e /Sak/ and 
/Silk/ respectively, the nonword phoneme sequences /shark/ ar1d /shirk/ are used instead, 
in order to allow the 50-word lexicon to incmporate the 5-word lexicon as a subset. 
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